
 

At Glodwick we inspire children to gain a love and appreciation for musicians and music from different 

genres. They build their confidence as performers and use their creativity to compose music using 

instruments and their voices. 

Subject: Music 
Subject Leaders: Miss Preece, Miss McQuillan, Miss Kavanagh 

 

Vocabulary Nursery will hear and start to understand: 

Reception will understand and start to use: 

Sound, music, sing, song, singers, tune 

Instrument, keyboard, drum, tambourine, 
triangle, Clap, stamp, bang, shake, tap, hit 

Pulse, rhythm, pattern, Loud, quiet, soft, hard, 

fast, slow, long, short, high, low, Join in, perform, 

audience, Names of percussion instruments eg. 

claves, block, two tone block, maracas, 
castanets, xylophone, Names of songs and 

music experienced at first hand 

 

As for EYFS + pitch, 

improvise, compose, 

imagination, melody, 

drums, piano, 

percussion, note, 
notation, score, Names 

of other instruments 

and technology, eg. 

Bass, guitar, decks, 

trumpets, saxophones, 
Names of genres, eg. 

Rap, Blues, Baroque, 

Latin, Irish Folk, Funk, 

As for year 1 + question 

and answer, 

introduction, structure, 

verse, chorus, tempo, 

dynamics, hook, riff, As 
for year 1 + eg. 

synthesizer, 

glockenspiel, As for 

Year 1 + eg. Reggae, 

Disco, 

Please note italics show adaptations from EYFS and NC criteria, bold shows statutory requirements  

Understanding and 

Exploring Musical 

Dimensions: 

EYFS KS1 

Nursery Reception 
Year 1 

Year 2 

Glodwick Infant and Nursery School 

Music Curriculum 



Pitch Sings a familiar so-mi 
pattern accurately  

 

Sings the pitch of a 

tone sung by another 

person 

 
Sings the melodic 

shape of familiar songs 

(up and down) 

 

Imitates so-mi patterns 
 

Recognises obvious 

changes in pitch 

 

Distinguishes between 

high and low notes 
played on tuned 

percussion. 

 

Recognises and 

creates melodic 

patterns with some 
help. 

Creates changes in 

pitch using tuned 

percussion. 

 
Explores vocal range. 

 

Uses high and low 

vocabulary 

Creates changes in 

pitch using tuned 

percussion confidently 

 
Identifies melodic lines 

in recorded music 

 

Identifies high and low 

when listening and 

singing 
 

Uses high and low 

vocabulary 

Duration (pulse and 

rhythm) 

Copies and maintains 

an action to a pulse.  

 

Taps out simple 
repeated rhythms 

 

Copies a simple 4 beat 

rhythm in words, on 

body percussion or 

using instruments 

Claps or plays a steady 

pulse and moves 

rhythmically 

 

Repeats short rhythmic 

phrases correctly and 
invents own 

 

Recognises and 

creates some long and 

short sounds using 

voices and instruments. 

Identifies pulse in music 

(heartbeat) 

 

Creates short rhythmic 

patterns confidently 

 

Creates long and short 

sounds using voices 

and untuned 
percussion 

Maintains and chooses 

appropriate pulse 

 

Creates long and short 

sounds using voices, 

tuned and untuned 
percussion 

 

Knows the difference 

between pulse and 

rhythm. 

 

Creates own rhythmic 

pattern using sounds of 

different durations. 

 



Uses rhythm grids and 

performs to a steady 

beat. 

Dynamics Responds through 

movement and 

instruments to obvious 

changes in dynamics 

 

Creates loud and quiet 
sounds using the voice, 

body percussion and 

instruments 

Says if music is loud or 

soft/ quiet. 

 

Plays/ sings loudly and 

softly/ quietly. 

 

Uses dynamic loud and 

soft vocabulary 
correctly. 

 

Identifies loud and soft 

in a range of music.  

 

Plays/ sings loudly and 
softly with some 

control. 

Describes, identifies 

replicates and creates 

loud/soft/changing 

dynamic music using 

correct vocabulary. 

 

Tempo Responds through 

movement and 

instruments to obvious 
changes in tempo. 

 

Creates fast and slow 

sounds using the voice, 

body percussion and 

instruments. 

Says if music gets faster 

or slower.  

 
Plays/ sings quickly and 

slowly.  

 

 

 

Uses fast and slow 

vocabulary for tempo. 

 

Identifies fast and slow 

in a range of music. 
 

Plays/ sings slowly and 

quickly with some 

control. 

Describes, identifies, 

replicates and creates 

fast, slow/ changing 
music using correct 

vocabulary for tempo. 

Timbre 

 

Copies and creates different timbres using 
voices and instruments. 

 

Chooses and matches 

specific timbres of 

instruments and voice. 

Selects specific timbres 

of instruments and 

voice for specific 

purposes. 

Texture 

 

Experiences unison and 2 part textures 

 

 Use of texture and 

silence in musical 

structures 



Structure Experiences a range of structures through simple 
songs 

Experiences a wide 

range of structures.  

Creates musical 

structures with a 

beginning, middle & 

end. 

Notation  Creates and follows a 

simple score 

Follows simple long and 

short notation.  

Writes down graphic 

scores. 

 

Creates melodic 

patterns using given/ 

invented signs for 

notation. 

 

Uses graphic scores to 

create and order 
sounds. 

 

Adds musical markings 

to their work. 

 
  



Singing: 
 

EYFS KS1 

Nursery Reception Year 1 Year 2 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Knows many songs 
and rhymes 

 

Remembers and sings 

entire songs 

 

Joins in with songs and 
rhymes, copying 

sounds, rhythms, tunes 

and tempos 

 

Sings songs and says 

rhymes independently, 
for example, whilst 

playing 

 

Enjoys and takes part 

in action songs 

Sings a range of well-

known nursery rhymes 

and songs (ELG: Being 

Imaginative and 

Expressive) 

 

Learns a large 

repertoire of rhymes, 
poems and songs 

 

Sings in a group or on 

their own 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Uses their voices in a 
variety of songs, 

chants and rhymes 

with increasing 

confidence. 

 

Sings in tune and with 
enjoyment. 

 

 

 

 

 

Uses their voice 

expressively and 

creatively by singing 

songs and speaking 

chants and rhymes. 

 

Finds own singing 

voice. 

 

Sings with awareness of 
others, pulse and 

rhythm. 

Sings in parts and 

performs with 

accurate control of 

pitch 

Recalls and remembers 

songs 

 

Recognises phrase 

lengths and knows 

where to breathe. 
 

  



Musical 

Instruments: EYFS KS1 

Nursery Reception Year 1 Year 2 

 

 

 

Explores a range of 

sound makers and 

instruments and plays 

them in different ways 
 

Creates sounds by 

banging, shaking, 

tapping or blowing 

 

Starts to play 
instruments to express 

their feelings and ideas 

Names, explores and 

explains different ways 

to play untuned 

percussion instruments. 
 

Plays instruments with 

increasing control to 

express their feelings 

and ideas 

Plays untuned 

instruments musically. 

 
Starts to play tuned 

instruments. 

 

Explores musical 

technology. 

 

Plays tuned and 

untuned instruments 

musically. 

Has the opportunity to 

learn a musical 

instrument, 

Uses musical 

technology 

appropriately.  

 

 
  



Listening: EYFS KS1 

Nursery Reception Year 1 Year 2 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Enjoys songs and 
rhymes, tuning in and 

paying attention 

 

Shows attention to 

sounds and music 

 
Responds physically 

and emotionally to 

music when it changes 

 

Moves and dances to 

music 
 

Anticipates phrases 

and actions in rhymes 

and songs 

Listens attentively and 

responds to what they 

hear with relevant 

questions, comments 

and actions (ELG: 

Listening, attention and 

understanding) 

 

Understands how to 
listen carefully and 

why listening is 

important 

 

Listens carefully to 

rhymes and songs, 
paying attention to 

how they sound 

 

Responds to what they 

have heard, expressing 

their thoughts and 
feelings 

Listens with 

concentration to a 

wide range of different 

live and recorded 

music across a range 

of historical periods, 

genres, styles and 

traditions, including the 
works of great 

composers and 

musicians. 

 

Begins to comment. 

 
 

 

Listens, with 

concentration and 

understanding to a 

wide range of different 

live and recorded 

music across a range 

of historical periods, 

genres, styles and 

traditions, including the 

works of great 
composers and 

musicians. 

Reviews and 

evaluates. 

 

 

 
  



Improvising and 

Controlling: 
EYFS KS1 

Nursery Reception Year 1 Year 2 

 Explores their voice 

and enjoys making 

sounds 

 
Makes rhythmical and 

repetitive sounds 

 

Creates their own 

songs, or improvises a 

song around one they 
know 

 

Imitates and creates 

movement in response 

to music  

 
 

Explores and engages 

in music making and 

dance 

 
Creates a sequence of 

sounds with help. 

 

Is increasingly able to 

use and remember 

sequences of 
movements related to 

music and rhythm 

 

Experiments with ways 

of changing songs, 

music and dance  
 

Represents their own 

ideas, thoughts and 

feelings through music 

Begins to experiment 

with a range of 

instruments and 

combine the sounds 
they make. 

 

Creates and 

composes music on 

own and with others. 

 
Creates music for 

specific purposes  

 

Experiments with, 

creates, selects and 

combines sounds using 

the inter related 

dimensions of music 

(see above). 

Creates and 

composes music on 

their own and with 

others confidently and 

expressively,  

Creates and records 

extended sequences. 

Makes improvements 

to their own work and 

suggestions for others. 

 
  



Performing: EYFS KS1 

Nursery Reception Year 1 Year 2 

 Joins in with group and 
whole class 

performances. 

Starts to rehearse and 
perform solo and with 

others. 

Performs songs and 

rhymes… and tries to 

move in time with 

music (ELG: Being 

Imaginative and 

Expressive) 

Rehearses and 
performs on own and 

with others more 

confidently. 

Rehearses and 
performs on own and 

with others confidently 

and expressively. 

 

 

 

 
  



 

Glodwick Classical 

Music: 
EYFS KS1 

Nursery Reception Year 1 Year 2 

Mozart: Assemblies Tchaikovsky – The 

Nutcracker 

Johann Strauss 1 – 

Radetsky March 
Grieg –In the Hall of 

the Mountain King 

from the Pier Gynt 

Suite 

Johann Strauss 2 – An 

Der Schonen Blauen 

Donau (Blue Danube) 

Rossini – William Tel 
Overture 

Wagner – Ride of the 

Valkries 

 

Holst - Mars from the 

planets, op 32 

Beethoven - Symphony 

No. 5 in C Minor, op 67 
Dvorak - Symphony 

No. 9 "From the New 

World" 

 

 

To be decided 

 
 

 


